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IN THE ABSENCE of a visible fungus or bacterial pathogene, the diagnosis of a plant disease depends in a large measure upon the recognition
of symptoms. This observation is particularly applicable in the study of
diseases of deciduous fruit trees in California where there is found a
relatively greater proportion of virus and nontransmissible diseases
than is the case in more humid areas. It has seemed desirable, therefore,
to a.ssemble and to study, under comparable conditions, some of the
prevalent virus diseases of deciduous fruit trees and to improve the
criteria for distinguishing these from nontransmissible diseases such as
exanthema and little-leaf, or rosette, the latter of which may cause
symptoms on grape leaves strongly suggestive of a mosaic disease.
It is a rather remarkable fact that none of the several well-known
virus diseases of stone fruits in eastern United States, namely, peach
yellows, peach rosette, little peach, and phony peach, have been found in
California. On the other hand, there are a considerable number of virus
diseases of these plants in California, few or none of which seem to be
established in the eastern states. Among the latter group, only cherry
buckskin (8)4 and peach mosaic (3, 6) have been studied in any detail.
The earlier plan of this work, begun in 1932, involved the collection
of those virus-type diseases that were found on deciduous fruit trees
from which the more important were to be selected for further study.
As the collections continued, however, and certain apparent interrelations between some of the diseases appeared, it became more and more
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difficult to single out one disease to the exclusion of others. As a consequence, collection and cross-inoculation with a number of these diseases
have been continued to the present, and some of the seemingly minor
diseases are set forth here as far as information is available, along with
several which appear to be of considerable importance in the orchards
of central California. This paper is limited to diseases of the mosaic type,
using the term "mosaic" in a rather broad sense.
ALMOND MOSAIC DISEASES
Speckling and mottling of foliage of almond, Prunus communis, first
called to notice by Gilbert L. Stout, is very prevalent in orchards of the

Fig. I.-A, The calico disease of almond; B, part of a leaf from mazzardcherry seedling inoculated with the almond-calico virus.

northern Sacramento Valley. It is not clear at present how many diseases are involved. While the symptoms on individual leaves are often
conspicuous, the damage to the tree as a whole does not seem to be great
(see also section on "Peach Mosaic Diseases") .
A common symptom is a small, pale green to white, more or less starshaped spot in the leaf blade. At other times large chlorotic blotches or
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bands are seen, usually with little or no distortion. Material representing the latter symptoms, collected by Stout at Chico and designated by
him as "calico" (fig. 1, A), was used to inoculate almond and peach. On
small potted almond trees in the greenhouse, symptoms appeared as
early as 4 months after inoculation, while on trees eight to ten years old
symptoms were not seen on previously healthy branches until 19 months
after inoculation.
On seedling peach trees inoculated with the affected almond material,
a few leaves eventually developed large, pale-yellow blotches without
pattern, the symptoms apparently becoming intensified as the leaf matured. These symptoms closely resembled some of those produced on
peach out of doors by the cherry-mosaic-l virus.
Inoculations with the above almond material to small sweet-cherry
seedlings resulted in mild to striking symptoms within 7 weeks, varying considerably from plant to plant and in some leaves resembling
symptoms which are found on cherry in the orchard (fig. 1, B).
APRICOT MOSAIC DISEASES
Mild but definite mosaic symptoms on apricot, Prunus Armeniaca, have
been found on a few trees in each of three orchards in Solano and Yolo
counties. Buds from one of these trees were used to transmit the disease
(fig. 2) to seedling apricot trees. Trees budded in October exhibited
symptoms near the points of inoculation the following May, but about
18 months were required for symptoms to appear in all parts of trees
eight to ten years old. The symptoms in one such inoculated tree have
been distinctly more severe than those seen in the original orchard trees.
No certain symptoms have been seen thus far in seedling peach trees up
to two and one-half years from the time of inoculation with this disease.
In some inoculated apricot trees, but not all, a distinct shortening of
nodes was visible the second or third year after inoculation. At present
this disease is of interest chiefly because of the similarity of symptoms
to those of a disease of peach and apricot treated later in this paper
(p.633).
CHERRY MOSAIC DISEASES
A considerable range of chlorotic symptoms has been seen on sweet
cherry, Prunus avium. The infectious nature of some of these chloroses,
however, is in considerable doubt. In fact, some of the common types of
chlorosis which simulate virus symptoms, seem to be definitely not transmissible. Some of these have been grafted on apparently healthy sweetcherry trees and the inoculated trees have remained symptomless for at
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least two or three years, even the affected scions failing to retain the
symptoms. Such a type shown in figure 3, A seems to be the result of
unfavorable soil.
On the other hand, at least two types of mosaic of the sweet cherry are
transmissible by grafting. One of these diseases, evidenced by chlorotic

Fig. 2.-A mosaic of apricot.

blotches, lines, or rings (fig. 3, B), seems to be more apparent in the
foliage of mazzard (Prunus avium) rootstocks than in the common top
varieties of sweet cherries and altogether comparatively mild in effect
upon the more common orchard varieties. Plants inoculated with this
disease in October developed symptoms the following spring.
Symptoms somewhat similar to these were seen on a few trees of the
varieties Windsor and Yellow Spanish in Wayne County, New York,
in 1931. In a preliminary attempt to transmit the disease from Yellow
Spanish to Black Tartarian in the greenhouse at Ithaca, New York,
symptoms appeared the following spring but did not persist, and the
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Fig. 3.-A, Noninfectious condition in sweet cherry apparently related to
unfavorable soil; B, a. mosaic of mazzard-cherry foliage.
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results are considered inconclusive. C. E. F. Guterman very kindly
noted the results of this experiment.
Another type of mosaic (fig. 4) is somewhat similar to "mottle leaf"
reported from Oregon (14).5 It is apparently distinct, however, from
the disease treated under that name by E. L. Reeves in Washington

Fig. 4.-Early-season symptoms of cherry mosaic 1 on leaves of Napoleon
variety; natural infection.

(10) ; Reeves has pointed out in one orchard in Napa County, California,
the type of disease he has under study in Washington.
Since the name "mottle-leaf" has seemingly been applied to a disease
distinct from that under consideration here, and since it is already in
general use in this state to designate a nontransmissible disease of citrus,
the disease treated in the following paragraphs will be designated
"cherry mosaic I." This disease has been seen on Black Tartarian, Chapman, Napoleon (Royal Ann), and Republican (Black Republican), and
5 H. R. McLarty, in a paper entitled "Cherry Mottle Leaf," presented before the
Northwest Association of Horticulturists, Entomologists, and Plant Pathologists at
Kelowna, B. C., July 17-19, 1935, expressed the opinion that the disease studied by
him in British Columbia was the same as that described by Zeller in Oregon (14).
In this paper McLarty presented evidence of the infectious nature of the disease.
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a variety known locally as "Long Stem Bing," and has been observed in
Butte, Napa, Riverside, Solano, Sonoma, and Sutter counties. The variety Napoleon seems to be somewhat more susceptible than the others
mentioned (as was the case in Oregon).
The early-season symptoms of cherry mosaic 1 are small to large
chlorotic blotches in the blade of the young leaf followed by distortion
as the green portions of the leaf continue to expand (fig. 4). The chlorotic areas of such leaves often drop out, and many of the leaves fall by
midsummer. In the latter part of the season a milder mottling of leaves
with little or no distortion is often seen on affected trees. Rather consistently associated with this disease in late stages is the appearance of
compact tufts of small and sometimes distorted leaves from latent buds
on large branches of older trees. In advanced stages of the disease, the
fruit is scant and in some varieties tends to be somewhat misshapen.
Potted trees of the Napoleon variety and seedlings inoculated by affected scions or buds in May and June developed symptoms early the
following spring. Observations thus far, however, indicate that in general the spread of this disease is rather slow in orchards. For example, in
one orchard of Black Tartarian and Napoleon, 5 of 85 trees were noted
as affected in June, 1935, and only 6 of the 85 trees were unmistakably
affected in May, 1938. An apparent exception to this general impression
was encountered in one orchard of 80 acres of Republican and Napoleon
where the grower had seen only 5 or 6 affected trees in the entire orchard
during the five years preceding 1937. In a portion of this orchard, 5 of
100 trees examined in May, 1928 (mostly Napoleon) were affected and 8
others appeared to be so.
Potted peach trees inoculated by inarching or budding with affected
cherry material have shown a considerable range of symptoms, but mild
for the most part. These symptoms include in some cases distinct chlorotic blotches in the expanding leaf resembling the symptoms on young
cherry leaves. On other plants mild to rather strong chlorosis is produced, typically without any definite pattern, and with little or no distortion. Preliminary tests indicate that cherry mosaic 1 is transmissible
by inarching to almond and Prunus Mahaleb, producing rather mild
symptoms on these plants.
A disease of sour cherry, Prunus Cerasus, which causes a mottling of
the leaves, is common both in New York orchards and in the comparatively few trees that have been examined in California. These trees are
of interest here chiefly for the reason that they are sometimes used as
stocks for sweet cherry.
The symptoms of the disease of the sour cherry ill the two states are
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sufficiently similar to suggest that the cause is, in some cases, the same.
Usually the affected leaf develops pale-green to yellow blotches with
some distortion. Occasionally definite chlorotic bands and rings appear.
A symptom which seems to be a part of the same complex in both states
consists in small rings clearly apparent by reflected light but invisible
or nearly so by transmitted light and without appreciable chlorosis.
Sweet-cherry scions and buds grafted on affected sour-cherry trees
(morello type) in California have not shown any symptoms clearly related to the sour-cherry disease. Peach trees inoculated with this disease
both at Ithaca, New York, and at Berkeley, California, developed mild
mottling of leaves, and at Berkeley, strong vein swelling when the plants
were kept in the greenhouse.
Another disease occasionally seen in leaves of mahaleb rootstocks, 011
some of which sweet cherries are growing, produces symptoms usually
consisting in rather broad chlorotic bands. This type of mosaic was
readily transmitted by grafting to healthy mahaleb trees, the symptoms appearing within 4th months after inoculation. However, no specific effect of such diseased stocks is apparent 011 the sweet-cherry trees
grown on them for several years.
PLUM AND PRUNE MOSAIC DISEASES
At least two types of mosaic on the Japanese plum, Prunus salicina, and
two on prune, or European plum, P. domestica, have been under observation.
One of the mosaics on the Japanese plum has thus far been recognized
only in a single planting of the variety Santa Rosa (Prunus salicina)
in Vacaville, Solano County. Symptoms are mild, consisting in palegreen blotches, lines, and rings in the leaf blade (fig. 5, C). There is no
evidence as yet, after five years from the first observation, that this disease is causing appreciable reduction in vigor of the trees. The disease is
transmitted by buds to peach seedlings in which the symptoms in the
greenhouse consist in mild mottling without any very definite pattern.
This disease will be referred to later (p. 642) as the "Vacaville plum
mosaic." It is similar to a mosaic of plum, transmissible to peach, which
has been reported from Kentucky (13).
A second disease or group of similar diseases has been found on the
Santa Rosa plum, and more recently on other varieties, in Eldorado,
Mendocino, Placer, Santa Cruz, Solano, and Yolo counties. The typical
symptoms on the Santa Rosa are rather small, completely chlorotic spots
more numerous toward the distal end of the leaf blade (fig. 5, A). The
Duarte variety in one orchard and an unnamed variety in another dis-
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Fig. 5.-A, A mosaic on Santa Rosa variety of Japanese plum, natural infection at Aptos;
B, Standard-prune-mosaic symptoms on seedling peach leaves; C, Vacaville plum mosaic on
Santa Rosa variety; D, mosaic of Standard prune, natural infection at Live Oak.
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played symptoms resembling those 011 Santa Rosa while the myrobalan
(Prunus cerasif era) shoots from the rootstocks of affected trees in these
orchards bore strong lines, bands, and vein clearing. The varieties Inca,
Kelsey, and Sharpe's Pearl were also seen with symptoms similar to
those of Santa Rosa, while the Del Norte in one orchard exhibited vein
clearing only.
The latter disease of the Santa Rosa plum was transmitted by grafts
to healthy Santa Rosa trees, and the myrobalan from one of the orchards
mentioned was used successfully in transmitting the disease to healthy
myrobalan plants.
Observations thus far indicate that this disease impairs the vigor of
the trees appreciably but probably not greatly, at least in any short
period of years.
A mosaic of Standard prune was noticed by C. E. Scott and H. H.
Thornberry in October, 1935, in an orchard at Live Oak, California. Not
less than 80 or 90 per cent of the trees in this orchard are affected, and
there seems to be a slow but eventually considerable decline in vigor of
affected trees. A small lot of trees of this variety purchased from a local
nursery in 1937 all appeared to be affected by the same disease.
Typical symptoms on the prune are few to many small chlorotic spots,
often more numerous in an area toward the tip of the leaf and coalescing
to cause distortion and dropping out of parts of the leaf blade. (fig. 5, D).
Unlike most of the diseases under consideration in this paper, this disease is more apparent in midseason than in early spring or in the greenhouse than out of doors, which indicates that a relatively high temperature is favorable for its development.
The prune orchard at Live Oak is interplanted with J. H. Hale peach
trees, and the prune trees are growing on peach roots. No symptoms have
been seen on the J. H. Hale trees that seem to be clearly related to the
prune disease, but shoots from the peach rootstocks of the prune trees
occasionally exhibit a rather mild mottling of the leaves. Also when
peach seedlings were inarched in the greenhouse with affected Standard
prune in June, 1936, the peach leaves developed a swelling of the veins
by November of that year, and the following spring, a mottling varying
from mild and rather indefinite to very striking lines and rings (fig.
5, B).
A disease of Sugar prune, noticed by W. D. Butler and M. R. Harris
in an orchard near Napa, California, is similar to that on Standard
prunes in appearance, with the difference that the basal part of the leaf
is more often affected, and there is more tendency for the affected tissues
to drop out. When healthy Sugar prune was inoculated in the green-
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house by inarching with affected Standard prune (from Live Oak), only
doubtful symptoms were seen on the Sugar prune the following year.
On orchard trees of Sugar prune inoculated with affected buds of the
same variety in July, 1936, symptoms were seen in August, 1938, only
on shoots which grew from the affected buds. Likewise, inoculations of
Agen (French) prune, President plum, peach seedlings, and Prunus
subcordata have failed thus far to produce symptoms except that the
peach leaves exhibited a marked vein swelling the year after inoculation.
The diseases of Standard and Sugar prunes are distinct in appearance from the virus disease of Italian Prune (Fellenberg) found in
western New York (11).
PEACH MOSAIC DISEASES
Mosaic diseases of the peach, Prunus Persica, are of particular interest
at this time because of the destructive disease (1, 6) found in several
southwestern states, including southern California, and designated
heretofore merely as "peach mosaic." This disease will be referred to
when necessary in the present paper as the "Texas peach mosaic," since
it was first found in that state. A distinct disease designated as "asteroid
spot" has also been found on peaches in southern California (4).
In addition to the several mosaic diseases already described in this
paper which may be transmitted by inoculation to the peach, at least"
one distinct mosaic-type disease has been found occurring naturally on
peaches in central California. This disease is of especial interest in several ways and is discussed in some detail. It is known at present in only
two orchards in the vicinity of Winters, California, and will be referred
to as the "Winters peach mosaic."
IN\TESTIGATIONS 011-'

WINTEl~,S

PE1\CII l\IOSAIC

Sympto1'ns.-The most conspicuous symptoms of Winters peach mosaic
are in the leaves and leaf buds and these are most readily seen at the
beginning of the growing season. Pale-green to pale-yellow, oblong,
feather-edged blotches appear along the midvein or larger lateral veins
before the leaves are fully expanded, which result in distortion of the
lamina and often dropping out of the chlorotic parts (fig. 6, A). Later
in the season some leaves are seen with milder symptoms of the sort
shown in figure 6, B, and rarely, a leaf is seen with definite chlorotic lines
and rings.
6 Mild mosaic mottling on a flowering-peach variety at Santa Clara and another
near Fairfield on a fruiting variety (first noticed by L. C. Coehran ) have not been
studied in any detail.
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Fig. 6.-Winters peach mosaic: A, foliage symptoms and arrested buds
of seedling peach; B, foliage symptoms on leaves of Elberta peach in
the field in August.
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On severely affected branches, the leaf buds often push out pale leaf
tips for a few millimeters and then remain practically unchanged for
a period of several weeks (fig. 6, A). Eventually these branches die back
or a few buds produce compact clusters of small narrow leaves, often
somewhat curved laterally, and usually with no conspicuous mottling.
A considerable number of affected peach trees of both Elberta and Muir
have died in the two orchards under consideration, but there is some
evidence that unfavorable soil conditions have contributed to this loss.
When potted peach trees are inoculated in the greenhouse, most of
the early-season symptoms found in the orchard are observable. The
symptoms on these small trees, mostly seedlings, are on the whole more
severe than those in the orchard and seem to be more severe at the onset
of disease than later, on smaller trees than on larger trees, and when a
scion is used as inoculum than when a bud is used. When a potted tree
is cut back to within a few inches of the soil level and inoculated by
grafting with a diseased scion, the tree seldom makes appreciable growth
afterward, usually dying within a few weeks or months. When trees in
the greenhouse are inoculated by budding after considerable foliage has
developed, the youngest leaves at the time symptoms appear resemble
those in the orchard in early spring; leaves somewhat older develop
similar but small chlorotic areas; still older leaves develop numerous
minute chlorotic spots in the leaf blade without distortion; while the
oldest leaves exhibit no symptoms.
No symptoms in the flowers have been noted. Only a few flowers of
affected peaches, other than Elberta and Muir, have been seen.
Fruit development varies from a fair crop to a few or none on affected
branches or trees, more or less in proportion to the stage of development
of the disease. Many Elberta fruits on affected trees in 1937 grew for a
time, but remained slender and finally withered and dropped. This may
have been due to a combination of low vigor and poor pollination. Fruits
on affected Muir peach trees sometimes develop appreciable irregularities in shape (fig. 7) but not so pronounced as in the case of the Texas
peach mosaic (6) in some varieties.
Experiments with Winters peach mosaic on other Prunus species
have been made. On apricot, affected leaves in the orchards and in the
greenhouse usually develop rather large chlorotic areas more nearly
circular than on peach and rather frequently exhibit clearly defined
chlorotic lines and rings (fig. 8, A). The affected areas often drop out
but may persist for several months. There is some tendency also in the
apricot for the buds to be arrested in early stages. On the whole, the
Winters peach mosaic is distinctly milder on apricot than on peach.
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No flower or fruit symptoms have been recognized on apricots.
'I'he Winters peach mosaic on apricot is distinguishable from the disease mentioned earlier in this paper (p. 625) by greater severity of
symptoms and by the failure of the latter to affect peach.
Only a few almond trees that appear to be affected by Winters peach
mosaic have been found in orchards, and the identity of the disease on

Fig. 7.-Dwarfing and malformation of Muir peach fruits from trees naturally
infected by Winters peach mosaic,

these is in some doubt. In these cases, part of the leaf blade or all of it
is strikingly chlorotic in early spring (fig. 8, B), and later, compact tufts
of leaves appear somewhat similar to those sometimes seen on peach, but
larger.
The fruits of these trees are irregular in shape, but somewhat similar
fruits are rather common in central California on trees not always displaying any other symptoms.
Symptoms on Texas and seedling almond trees inoculated in the
greenhouse with the Winters-peach-mosaic virus from peach or apricot
vary from mild to severe, consisting in chlorotic spots on young leaves
and tufting of older leaves which are often undulant and laterally
curved as on some of the trees in the orchard. There is a tendency here
also for arresting of the buds (fig. 9), which may die afterward or develop slowly into distinct rosettes.
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Fig. 8.-A, Winters peach mosaic on seedling apricot leaves in the
greenhouse, the leaf at right shows symptoms nearest those found in
the orchard. B, A mosaic on Texas variety of almond, natural infection, early-season symptoms.
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Fig. 9.-Winters peach mosaic on almond seedlings produced by
inoculation in greenhouse. The larger plant was inoculated at the point
indicated by the arrow on June 15, 1937, and photographed on February 23, 1938. Only the buds beyond the point of inoculation show symptoms. The plant at left is affected throughout and is in a more advanced
stage of growth.

Symptoms of the Winters peach mosaic on plants other than peach,
almond, and apricot have been seen only on plants inoculated and kept
in the greenhouse. Some will be mentioned in the following sections.
Sap and Temporary Inarching Inoculations with Peaches.-A number of experiments were made in which affected peach leaves were ground
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in a mortar in water alone or in water plus various materials, such as
agar, gelatin, gum acacia, and the natural gums of several stone fruits.
The sap was then rubbed on young peach leaves using carborundum (9)
as an abrasive. The results to date, involving 61 trees, have been uniformly negative.
In a single experiment 5 healthy peach seedlings were inarched on
diseased plants and bound with rubber budding tape in the same way
that other inoculations were made except that no wax was used. The
inoculated plants were detached after 79 hours, and the wounds were
covered with a proprietary grafting tape. At the end of 12 weeks no
infection was apparent on these plants. For a peach mosaic from Colorado, Kunkel (7) has recently shown that infected buds must be left in
inoculated plants for a minimum of 2 days in order to produce infection.
Grafting Inoculations with Peaches.-The Winters peach mosaic was
transmitted readily from peach to peach in the greenhouse by buds,
scions, or inarches, not often failing even when the inoculum did not
survive, as was frequently the case with diseased buds. The minimum
incubation period observed was slightly less than 4 weeks.
Grafting Inoculations with Related Species.-Although it does not
necessarily follow that a susceptible plant will become inoculated under
natural conditions, for several reasons it is desirable to know, as far as
possible, the range of susceptible plants, particularly for a disease likely
to be dealt with by eradication. Accordingly, inoculations on a small
scale were made on a considerable number of species more or less related
to peach. In distantly related plants, and in most of the others, inarching was used as the method of grafting. With this method, graft unions
can be obtained which would not be possible with buds and scions. Presumably also this method exposes the test plant to a greater mass of
inoculum. It is not possible in all cases, however, to determine whether
a union has been made even when both plants produce abundant callus.
Neither has an actual growth union been shown beyond question to be
essential for the transmission of this disease. At any rate, negative results are held as doubtful unless a definite union was established.
Infection with Winters peach mosaic was obtained with about equal
facility from peach to apricot and apricot to peach as from peach to
peach. Infections have been obtained from both peach and apricot to
almond but with more difficulty. Symptoms in the almond were slow in
developing, in some cases severe (fig. 9), but frequently mild in the end;
a few failed to develop any marked symptoms even after the virus had
been recovered from them by inoculation to peach or other plant.
Symptoms sometimes appear above and below the point of inoculation
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at about the same time, but more often they appear first above. In several almonds inoculated with Winters-peach-mosaic virus early in 1937,
strong symptoms appeared in the spring of 1938 in all leaves distal
to the point of inoculation but not elsewhere on the plants during 1938
(fig. 9). However, the virus was demonstrated in 7 of 10 scions taken
from seemingly healthy parts of such plants on July 11, 1938.
Although several almond trees, and one in particular, have been seen
in the orchard which seemed to be affected by the same disease, several
attempts to produce the typical disease in peach or apricot by inoculation from such almonds have yielded inconclusive results. When scions
from the most severely affected almond tree found in the orchard (fig. 8,
B) were grafted on peach or almond in the greenhouse in March, 1937, a
few leaves on the stocks of both peach and almond bore symptoms a few
weeks later which resembled those of the typical disease, but the symptoms did not persist, and some of these plants appeared to be healthy
as late as July, 1938.
Inoculation of plants of the desert peach, Prunus Andersonii, growing on their own roots has thus far failed to produce symptoms even when
they made good graft unions and were left exposed to the inoculum for
several months. But 2 of several scions taken from that part of an inoculated plant distal to the point of inoculation and grafted on healthy
peach seedlings in 1937 developed very pronounced symptoms in the
spring of 1938 (fig. 10) consisting in compact tufts of small leaves and
suppression of shoot growth.
Of 7 cherry trees (Prunus aviurn) inoculated in March and June,
1937, one began to develop dwarfed and distorted leaves 2 months after
inoculation and in the spring of 1938 was severely affected with mostly
small pale leaves slow in appearing and with no shoot growth. The virus
was recovered from this plant by inoculation to peach. Doubtful symptoms were seen on 2 of the other cherry trees, but attempts to recover
the virus from them have not thus far been successful.
Small-scale attempts to infect Prun.us cerasifera (myrobalan), P.
domestica (Sugar prune and Tragedy plum), P. iliciiolia, and P. lusitanica seem to have failed as have attempts to recover the virus from
myrobalan and Sugar prune.
Prunus Mume was infected by inoculation from apricot with symptoms resembling those of the apricot.
Inoculation of cultivated strawberry and red raspberry failed to
produce symptoms. No attempt was made to recover the virus.
The single-flowered type of Kerria japonica inoculated in 1937 developed a rather indefinite mottling of the foliage in 1938 hardly suffi-
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cient to remove the plant from the symptomless-carrier class, but the
virus was recovered readily from this plant by inoculation to peach
seedlings.
This virus was transmitted with some difficulty to Gloire des Rosomanes (Ragged Robin) rose (2 of 6 inoculated plants) but with very

Fig. 10.-At left, Winters peach mosaic on desert peach, Prunus Andersonii,
grafted on peach seedling root. At right, the P. Andersonii plant from which
the affected scion at left was taken has no symptoms.

pronounced symptoms on those plants that became infected. .1\. characteristic noted on plants of other species affected by this disease but
more conspicuous on the rose, is the tendency for extremely chlorotic
areas to develop considerable green pigment with advancing age of the
leaf. Some details of symptoms are treated in the accompanying paper
on mosaic diseases of the rose (12).
Attempts to Induce Imrnunity.-When it became apparent that the
desert peach, Prunus Andersonii, did not develop symptoms within several months after inoculation with Winters-peach-mosaic virus, and
that the virus did not seem to pass readily through this plant, shoots of
affected cultivated peach trees were inarched in 1937 on plants of P.
Andersonii and later detached so that they were entirely supported by
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the latter. Six such combinations survived the following winter of
1937-38. The peach scions in 3 of these cases died the following spring
without producing new leaves. Two others exhibited symptoms, at least
one of them as severe as with peach on peach root. A single scion remained healthy throughout 1938 but possibly for the reason that it had
not yet been invaded by the virus at the time it was detached from the
parent plant. None of the P. Andersonii plants ill this group, however,
bore symptoms up to December, 1938, nor have any others of this species
while growing on their own roots, although infection has been obtained
in P. Andersonii growing on peach roots. This mayor may not be
comparable to the interesting case of apparent recovery of diseased
scions when grown on resistant or immune stocks which has been reported for th e bunch disease of pecan (5).
As a result of cross-infection experiments and the types of symptoms
displayed, the following diseases were selected to use in attempts to
immunize peach seedlings against the Winters peach mosaic: almond
calico, cherry mosaic 1, Vacaville plum mosaic, and the Standard prune
mosaic. Twelve, 14, 10, and 10 seedling peach trees, respectively, were
inoculated with these diseases by scions or by inarching in October, 1937,
and after overwintering were inoculated by buds carrying the Winterspeach-mosaic virus inserted near the ground line in March, 1938. While
this experiment is not entirely concluded at the time of writing, 6, 6, 7,
and 5 plants, respectively, in the 4 groups have developed symptoms of
the Winters peach mosaic, and no clear reduction in severity has been
noted.
DISCUSSION
A determination of the severity of the mosaic diseases discussed in this
paper will involve not only the inoculation of varieties and species related to those in which the diseases occur naturally but also the growing of affected trees under orchard conditions known to be relatively
favorable for the growth of the particular trees under consideration.
In many cases, moreover, the trees must be kept under observation for
several years, for a slow decline may easily pass unnoticed but eventually
cause more loss than a disease which kills the trees in a single season.
The relation of these diseases to each oth er and to those in other states
and countries is in some cases uncertain. The confused state of the
knowledge of such diseases is illustrated by recent papers from central
Europe (2). A final determination of the relation between similar diseases in different localities would often require the comparison of infected plants side by side grown under the same conditions. This is not
feasible with anything short of equipment for complete isolation.
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Symptoms on the several species and the results of cross-inoculations
indicate that almond calico, cherry mosaic 1, and the Winters peach
mosaic may be related, but certain of the symptoms and the results of
an immunization experiment seem to show that they are not identical.
The control of these diseases in established orchards whenever deemed
necessary will no doubt consist chiefly in the eradication of affected
trees, as is the case with other virus diseases of fruit trees. In a few instances, however, there is evidence that spread of the diseases in the
orchard may be less important than that in the nursery. At any rate, a
complete control program must inevitably involve the use of scion wood
from trees which are carefully examined at several seasons of the year
for symptoms of virus diseases.
SUMMARY
One disease or more of the mosaic type have been found in central California affecting each of the following species of Prunus: P. Armeniaca,

P. avium, P. cerasifera, P. Cerasus, P. communis, P. domestica, P.
Mahaleb, P. Persica, P. salicina. These vary in effect upon the known
suseepts from mild to severe. Symptoms are described and illustrated.
A mosaic of Prunus avium, designated as "cherry mosaic 1," is rather
widely distributed in the state and is transmissible to P. Persica and apparently to other species.
Almond calico is transmissible to Pricnus aviunt and P. Persica with
rather strong symptoms on cherry.
At least two mosaic diseases were found in Japanese plum, Prunus
salicina. One of these, the Vacaville plum mosaic, on the Santa Rosa
variety was transmitted to peach seedlings.
Mosaic diseases of Standard and Sugar prune (Prunus domestica)
are similar in certain symptoms but the evidence to date indicates that
they are not identical. The disease of Standard prune was transmitted
to peach.
.
A mosaic of Prunus Persica, known thus far only in one locality at
Winters, is designated "Winters peach mosaic." It is in many respects
similar to the mosaic of peaches in Texas, southern California, and elsewhere. This disease occurs naturally on peach, apricot, and probably on
almond. It has been transmitted by grafting to Prunus Andersonii, P.
Armeniaca, P. avium, P. communis, P. MU1ne, Kerria japonica, and
Rosa sp. (Ragged Robin).
An attempt to immunize peach seedling trees against the Winters
peach mosaic by the use of several milder mosaic viruses was not successful.
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